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The workshop invites e-Government experts to share their views on how Europe can maximally benefit from
core data models, which are defined as foundational data models that capture the fundamental
characteristics of data entities in a context-neutral fashion. In the last decade, several core data models
have been created by public administrations to foster cross-domain semantic interoperability. These
initiatives include among others:

• the library of the German XÖV Framework;

• the Core Data Model of the US National Information Exchange (NIEM);

• the data dictionary of the Dutch base registries 'Stelselcatalogus.nl';

• the Swedish Company data model;

• the Danish Basic Data Model;

• the vocabularies of the Japanese Infrastructure for Multilayer Interoperability (IMI); and

• the Core Vocabularies of the ISA Programme.

Additionally, standardisation organisations have created core data models that are being used in information
exchanges by public administrations. These include among others:

• the UN/CEFACT Core Component Library (CCL);

• the OASIS UBL Common Library;

• the Health Level Seven (HL7) Reference Information Model (RIM); and

• the business term vocabulary in the CEN/BII workshop agreements.

Such core data models can be extended in order to be applied in specific application domains and are thus
the starting point for agreeing on new domain data models and information exchange data models. The use
of core data models guarantees a minimum level of cross-sector and/or cross-border semantic
interoperability.

Within Europe we see countries that are already mature and countries that are less familiar with creating
and using core data models. Our objective is to bring together different stakeholders from different Member
States in order to discuss the following questions:

• Creation: Which core data models exist? How are they created?

• Use: How to use? What is the real use? How to measure conformance?

• Maintenance: How are they maintained? What are the benefits? What are the costs?

• Coordination: How to coordinate and align? Should we create a community of practice or an
observatory on core data models? Should we operate a common metadata register?
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Start Finish Duration Topic

09:30 10:00 30’ Registration & Coffee

10:00 10:15 15’
Welcome to the Workshop
Vassilios Peristeras

10:15 10:45 30’ Round table

10:45 11:40 55'

Creation: Which core data models exist? Why and how are
they created?

Including coffee break

11:40 12:30 50’
Use: How to use? What is the real use? How to measure
conformance?

12:30 14:00 90’ Lunch break

14:00 14:55 55’
Maintenance: How are they maintained? What are the
benefits? What are the costs?

14:55 15:05 10’ Coffee break

15:05 16:00 55’
Coordination: How to coordinate and align? Should we create
a community of practice or an observatory on core data
models? Should we operate a common metadata register?

16:00 17:00 60’ Open discussion



Bolagsverket Grundläggande
uppgifter om företag
Swedish Company data model for basic
information

Contact:
Gunnel Modin
Business Architect at Bolagsverket

Mattias Ekhem
Business Analyst at Bolagsverket

Creation

Use

How to use? The conceptual model is to be extended to meet the requirements of specific information exchange
projects. No syntax binding has been put forward.
Real use? One key implementation project that makes use of the Swedish Company data model for basic
information is simplified and reduced business reporting (Förenklat och minskat uppgiftslämnande). This project
has the objective to simplify business reporting and avoid asking businesses to provide the same information
twice to the government by pre-filling forms.
Conformance? No conformance statement exists and there is no formal way to measure conformance.

Maintenance

Coordination

How to coordinate with other initiatives? In Sweden, coordination and alignment is ensured via the Swedish
eGovernment Delegation. Towards the European Union, no formal coordination mechanisms have been set up
other than those that are being carried out in the context of the implementing rules of the interconnection of
business registries. The Bolagsverket Grundläggande uppgifter om företag have been mapped with the ISA Core
Vocabularies as part of an experimental alignment exercise.

What? Bolagsverket, the Swedish Companies Registration Office, has created conceptual data models
(Grundläggande uppgifter om företag) of core concepts and information exchange objects that are used by
Swedish public administrations to represent companies. These concepts and information exchange objects include
for example Legal Person, Natural Person, Address, etc.
The Data Models can be accessed at https://uppgiftskrav.bolagsverket.se.
How created? The data models have been created on the basis of Swedish Legislation. The models have been
created via consensus building between Swedish Tax Agency, Statistics Sweden and Bolagsverket.
Why? The intended use of the data models is on increasing the use of data in base registries, such as the
company register of Bolagsverket.

How maintained? The maintenance addresses the long term sustainability of Grundläggande uppgifter om
företag. Any change request to the data models is handled by Bolagsverket in consensus building between
Swedish Tax Agency, Statistics Sweden and Bolagsverket.
Benefits? It is an agile way of maintenance which means that it is easy to change.
Cost? Less than half a staff year.



Core Vocabularies
The ISA Programme of the European
Commission

Contact:
Vassilios Peristeras
Programme Manager of the ISA Unit at the European Commission

Creation

Use
How to use? The Core Vocabularies can be used as a starting point to design new data models that extend
and/or restrict the Core Vocabularies. Furthermore, they can be used to create mappings of existing data models
to the Core Vocabularies, these mappings can help reuse existing syntaxes and reconcile data from different data
sources mapped to the Core Vocabularies.
Real use? Real use is still modest, but a few pilots and real-life implementations are known. For example, the
Flemish Open Standards for local Authorities (OSLO) project has created extensions of the Core Vocabularies.
Conformance? Owners of data models can claim conformance to the Core Vocabularies by publishing a mapping
of each data element in the Core Vocabularies to data elements in their own data model, allowing statistics to be
made on the level of correspondence.

Maintenance

Coordination

How to coordinate with other initiatives? The Core Vocabularies could be coordinated through the creation of
a Semantic Interoperability Community with leading public administrations in Europe. Via mappings from the
Core Vocabularies to other existing data models, the Core Vocabularies acts as a bridge between various
initiatives in other countries and/or sectors.

What? Core Vocabularies are defined as simplified, re-usable and extensible data models that capture the
fundamental characteristics of a data entity in a context-neutral and syntax-neutral fashion.
The Core Vocabularies have a conceptual representation in spreadsheet form and UML and have a logical syntax
binding to RDF. They can be accessed at https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/core_vocabularies.
How created? The Core Vocabularies have been created by the ISA Programme, based on requirements and use
cases that have been identified by international working groups of Member State representatives and other
experts from standards bodies and operational Directorates-General of the European Commission.
Why? A set of commonly agreed Core Vocabularies supported by the EU Member States provides a concrete
starting point for attaining a minimum of semantic interoperability.

How maintained? The Core Vocabularies are maintained by the ISA Programme. An open and inclusive process
will be put in place, allowing anyone to submit change requests for the Core Vocabularies or new mappings of the
Core Vocabularies to existing data models. W3C has published a syntax binding to RDF Schema for the Registered
Organisation, Person, and Location vocabularies.
Benefits? The Core Vocabularies aim to increase awareness on semantic interoperability and provide a
foundation for attaining a minimum of semantic interoperability.
Cost? Maintenance costs is estimated at 0,5 fte.



Grunddatamodellen
The Danish Basic Data Model
Digitaliseringsstyrelsen
The Agency for Digitisation of Denmark

Contact:
Bjorn Per de Place
Information Architect, Danish Agency for Digitisation

Creation

Use
How to use? The Basic Data Model will be made available as reusable XMI-documents placed on a versioning
server environment as well as in an HTML presentation interface. Construction of these outlets is a work in
progress. The models can be imported to modelling and service design tools and form the outset for new models
and service descriptions. Research is going on, exploring the possibilities for auto-generation of physical data
descriptions – XSD, JSON Schema – from the models. Thus, data standardisation has moved from the XSD level
attained by the Core Component regime to real semantic interoperability.
Real use? The model will be put into use as part of the Data Distributors Metadata Registry.
Conformance? Domain models submitted for incorporation in the Basic Data Model will be peer reviewed vis-á-
vis rules compliance (ensuring model compatibility) and reusability.

Maintenance

Coordination

How to coordinate with other initiatives? The model rules for basic data (published in 2014) are currently
revised. Model secretariat - part of the Basic Data secretariat – takes on coordination (e.g. with Danish Local
Government, the financial sector) whenever needed.

What? The Basic Data Model is a composite, logical data model describing central public data domains. The UML
class diagram describes the consolidated public data, to become available on the Data Distributor by end 2015.
How? Domain data models are compiled by the business domains and submitted for incorporation in the national
model. This is coordinated by the Agency for Digitisation, which is also responsible for setting up design rules for
the models in order to ensure compatibility of provided models.
Why? The Danish Basic Data Programme will provide consolidated access to the central national Danish data
stores: Person Register, Business Register, Cadastre, Address Register, Buildings Register and Geodata. In order
to document the data available and to facilitate the configuration of data-services, a common, covering and
coherent model is needed.

How maintained? Maintenance is ensured by the Basic Data Programme Board and implemented by the
authorities responsible for the domain models. Central coordination and availability is provided by the Agency for
Digitisation and the Data Distributor operator. Change management rules are to be put in place ensuring
coordination between data, models and services.
Benefits? The benefits of the model is to be derived from it being an enabler of the huge societal benefits of
consolidated, readily available public data. Certainly, the central model can be extended by any data domain –
public or private - that wish to take up a compatible modelling practice.
Cost? Central coordination 0.75 fte. Initial domain modelling 0.5 manyear. Maintenance cost unknown.



Infrastructure for Multilayer
Interoperability (IMI) Vocabulary
IPA(Information-technology Promotion Agency), Japan

Contact:
Shuichi Tashiro Kazuyoshi Korosue
Information-technology Promotion Agency Information-technology Promotion Agency

Creation
What? The IMI project provides a Concept Dictionary (description of meaning, relationship and hierarchical
structure) and sample Information Exchange Package Descriptions for fundamental terms which can be accessed
at http://imi.ipa.go.jp/.
How created? The IMI core vocabulary is being developed by METI and IPA in accordance with the government
IT strategy issued on 14th June 2013, amended on 24th June 2014.
Why? The purpose of the IMI core vocabulary is to ensure government information is well-understood by public
in case the information is published as open-data, and well-understood by each e-government systems in case of
the information is used for internal information exchange.

Use

How to use? The schema of IMI core vocabulary will be used to give controlled metadata for information
published as open-data and to design data structure for information being published from and exchanging in e-
government system.
Real use? Currently, IMI is at the end of trial stage. 5 pilot projects utilized the IMI vocabulary to publish open-
data in local governments. And there are many plans to use the IMI core vocabulary. There are several
community-based activities such as “hackathon” tried to use IMI vocabulary for developing open-data and
software.
Conformance? IMI published a technical guideline for utilizing the IMI core vocabulary.

Maintenance

How maintained? Whole IMI projects are under the governance of committees formed by the cabinet
secretariat of Japanese government.
Benefits? IMI will contribute cost efficient development and maintenance of data published and exchanged
from/in government. Well organized data and metadata will stimulate development of software and services to
utilize them.
Cost? Cost model of IMI is under developing.

Coordination

How to coordinate with other initiatives? IMI is Japanese language based but it is given high priority on
harmonization of the structure and building semantic linkage with other systems for global interoperability.



Contact:
Justin Stekervetz
Managing Director of the NIEM Program Management Office

Creation

Use

How to use? The NIEM core model and NIEM domain models are used to create Information Exchange Package
Descriptions (IEPDs). NIEM IEPD developers can leverage XML Schema development tools and tooling that
implements the recently developed Unified Modeling Language (UML) Profile for NIEM. The UML Profile for NIEM
adheres to the NIEM Naming and Design Rules (NDR) and Model Package Description (MPD) Specification, which
provides the guidance and requirements to generate Information Exchange Package Descriptions using UML.
Real use? NIEM is increasingly used in information exchanges between all the states of the USA and federal
agencies. In addition, Canada and Australia’s CrimTrac Agency has adopted NIEM for their specific areas of
interest. For instance, the NIEM Program Management Office (PMO) supported the U.S. National Archives and
Records Administration (NARA) by identifying areas to enhance its existing information exchange activities
through the adoption of NIEM.
Conformance? NIEM XML instances conform by correctly validating to NIEM-conforming XML schemas, with
additional conformance rules specified by the NIEM Naming and Design Rules (NDR).

Maintenance

Coordination

How to coordinate with other initiatives? There is active coordination with standardisation organisations such
as the Object Management Group (OMG) for the UML Profile for NIEM, the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) for
Geo4NIEM, and OASIS for NIEM domain content coordination. Coordination with standards organisations is based
on NIEM domain, and IEPD developer requirements.

What? The NIEM data model is a data dictionary of agreed-upon terms, definitions, relationships, and formats.
The NIEM Schemas can be accessed at https://www.niem.gov/technical/Pages/current-release.aspx.
How created? The NIEM data model has been developed by US state/local practitioners with oversight provided
by an Executive Steering Council (ESC) comprised of the US Department of Homeland Security, US Department
of Justice and the US Department of Health and Human Services. The model offers the NIEM Core and 12
individual NIEM Domains. The NIEM Core consists of data elements that are commonly understood and defined
across domains, such as person, activity, document, location, and item. It is governed jointly by all NIEM
domains. NIEM domains contain mission-specific data components that build upon NIEM core concepts.
Why? NIEM ensures that information is well-understood and carries the same consistent meaning across various
communities, allowing interoperability to occur. NIEM brings together diverse communities that collectively
leverage tools, processes, and technologies to increase efficiencies and improve decision-making.

How maintained? NIEM’s governing structure is comprised of International, Federal, State, Local, Tribal and
private organisations. The NIEM model accommodates updates on a regular basis in order to evolve with user
needs. To incorporate change on a predictable and sustainable schedule, NIEM has a release cycle for model
updates.
Benefits? By leveraging the standards-based approach of NIEM, organizations are able to save time and
expenses when it comes to developing information exchanges, and agreeing to a common set of exchange data
terms and definitions.
Cost? The NIEM Cost Model has been developed to estimate the cost of developing NIEM exchanges from the
initial development of an Information Exchange Package Documentation (IEPD) to an actual implementation and
execution of the exchange.

NIEM
The US National Information Exchange Model



Contact:
Johan van der Waal
e-Government expert at V-ICT-OR

Laurens de Vocht
Technical coordinator at OSLO

Creation

Use

How to use? The OSLO Vocabulary is available as RDF and XML schemas. To complement the vocabulary, the
OSLO 2.0 project proposes guidelines for implementing web services by defining a URI strategy. OSLO 2.0 also
has a Software Catalogus, which is a repository of open standards, software packages, and service providers.
With this tool, local administrations can quickly learn which provider or package implements which standard.
Real use? A pilot has been published demonstrating the use of the OSLO Vocabulary to link organizations and
addresses from different datasets. So far, the OSLO Vocabulary has not been implemented in production systems.
Conformance? The different levels of conformance are documented in the OSLO 1.1 Specifications.
Publishers and consumers of data fully comply with the OSLO Vocabulary, when following the OSLO guidelines.

Maintenance

Coordination

How to coordinate with other initiatives? The OSLO Vocabulary is aligned with the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) and the specifications of the ISA Programme of the European Union.

What? The OSLO Vocabulary is a simplified, reusable and extensible data model that captures the fundamental
characteristics of information exchanged by public administrations in the domains of contact information, public
services and localisation. It is developed by a multidisciplinary working group with experts from 28 organisations
and representatives of the ISA programme. The specifications can be accessed at http://purl.org/oslo.
How created? The standards of the Flemish OSLO project are local extensions of the Core Person, Business,
Location, and Public Service vocabularies created at European level in the context of the ISA Programme.
Why? The e-Government OSLO Vocabularies are the starting point for developing interoperable e-Government
systems as it allows mappings with existing data models. This guarantees public administrations to attain cross-
border and cross-sector interoperability.

How maintained? The OSLO project facilitates a working group with ICT experts from local, regional and federal
public administrations and ICT service providers to discuss and maintain the specifications that were developed.
In 2014, version 1.1 of the OSLO specifications was released, following the publication of version 1.0.
Benefits? By standardising data structures, organisations can more easily exchange information in an efficient
way.
Cost? The costs in terms of maintenance of the OSLO specifications are considered to be reasonable. However,
the support of the pilots and promotion of the specifications can be a significant cost.

OSLO
Open Standards for Local Administrations in
Flanders
V-ICT-OR



RIHA data models repository
Estonian Information System Authority

Contact:
Priit Parmakson
Estonian Information System Authority

Creation
What? Searchable repository of data models of over 200 public sector information systems. Over 57 000 data
elements.
How created? Either manual entry or via file in CSV or XMI format.
Why? To fulfill the legal requirement of metadata creation and publication – every public sector information
system must publish its data model (except in-house, small applications). Uses include: catalogue to help
integrators and developers of e-services; verification of data protection requirement (minimality of and legal
basis for processing of personal data); transparency of state IT; planning and production of statistics; co-
orination and planning of the state IT.

Use

How to use? Open to everybody at https://riha.eesti.ee. Currently only human interface. Machine readable
downloads are available only partially. Data elements are semantically commented. Relationship of the data
elements to laws or govermental regulations is also shown. Information is in Estonian (requirement of the
Estonian language law), small part has been translated into English.
Real use? In everyday, standard use. Procedures of entry and update are well established and regulated by law.
Conformance? National own metamodel; currently not related to any other metamodel or standard (this is
viewed as kind of limitation). There is a very small section of XML schemas in the repository.

Maintenance
How maintained? Repository is operated by Estonian Information System Agency. Entry and update is
responsibility of the owners of information systems. Data models are verified upon entry for completeness,
appropriate level of detail and readability by dedicated supervisory personnel.
Benefits? Generally received as beneficial. Greatly facilitates and speeds up discovery of data in public sector for
various parties. Allows various analyses. Helps integration projects.
Cost? Maintenance and development cost of the repository can bevery roughly estimated at € 100 000 per year.
Certain architectural and methodological concerns are present: (1) reduce duplication of effort; (2) choose the
right level of abstraction. Data modeling occurs at three different levels at least: legal text, RIHA, information
system development environment. Currently there is too much manual translation between these levels.

Coordination

How to coordinate with other initiatives? Interested in co-operation in metadata modeling standards and
applications. Of particular interest are: (1) how to co-ordinate representation of data from different viewpoints:
legal view, business view, technical view, interoperability view; (2) easy-to-use machine-readable
representations of data models; (3) patterns of data model exchange between different repositories; (4) open
data publication of data models.
Contact: www.ria.ee, Estonian Information System Agency, Priit Parmakson, priit.parmakson@ria.ee.



Stelselcatalogus
Data Dictionary
Dutch National Implementation Programme i-
NUP

Contact:
Kristian Mul
Business Consultant Stelselcatalogus at Logius

Creation

Use

How to use? Stelselcatalogus is available as an online catalogue as well as a Linked Open Data Store, and
therefore is accessible to everyone. The catalogue contains authentic data, concepts and facts from the Dutch
base registers. Based on the data of Stelselcatalogus, users are able to define whether concepts and (authentic)
data of the base registers are relevant for their own work processes.
Real use? HTML – 1040 views per month, LOD 15.000 look-ups per month.
Conformance? W3C LOD standard and the Dutch referential architecture called NORA.

Maintenance

Coordination

How to coordinate with other initiatives? The Dutch government requires administrations to relate to
concepts and definitions of the base registers for all information exchange with other administrations, business,
and citizens (this is called “Aanwijzing 161”).
The concepts of Stelselcatalogus can also be linked to other data models of relevant organisations.

What? Stelselcatalogus, developed by the Dutch government, is an online catalogue of definitions of all concepts
that are included in the Dutch base registers and related legislation. The catalogue can be accessed at
http://stelselcatalogus.nl.
How created? The catalogue presents the available (authentic) data and concepts of the base registers to the
relevant stakeholders (Lawyers, civil servants, citizens and companies).
Why? The purpose of Stelselcatalogus is to better define metadata elements and document how they are used by
Dutch administrations. This should lead to an increased harmonisation and use of the data and concepts of base
registers. It helps the Dutch government to abide to a principle of ‘single registration, multiple usage’. This
means that organisations have to re-use data (comply) or explain why data cannot be re-used.

How maintained? The content of Stelselcatalogus is maintained by Logius. Logius is the digital government
service of the Netherlands Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations.
Benefits? Synergetic value based on re-use of concepts and data
Cost? 2015: OOP: € 200.000, personnel: 4 fte.



Contact:
Lauris Linabergs
Information Systems Architect at the Ministry of Regional Development (VARAM), Latvia

Creation

Use

The XML Resource catalogue is the only legal way for Latvian e-government integration; it provides a semantic
interoperability and high level of data reuse. Published data types and message formats can be used by any
developer, all they are available publicly without any cost in State Integrated System portal
[https://ivis.eps.gov.lv/RC.WebApp/]. To participate in XML resource development and deployment, an
agreement with State Regional Development Agency should be applied.

Maintenance

Coordination

Where possible, particular data types and message formats has been developed in conformance with available
standards, for example, HL7 v3 and EU standards such as epSOS. Ongoing work is carried out to create common
classifier system based on semantic web approach as part of the State Interoperability System.

The Latvian XML Resource catalogue is part of the State Interoperability System (the Latvian abbreviation is
VISS) and contains a collection of commonly used standardized data types as well as formats for messages used
in data exchange scenarios. Different XML resource types are supported: XML schemas (XSD), resource
definitions (RDF), transformations (XSLT), web service definitions (WSDL) and so on. The catalogue resides in the
State Integrated System portal [https://ivis.eps.gov.lv/RC.WebApp/], it includes search and different
categorisation type capabilities, and XML resource versioning. About 2280 XML resources are registered, about 50
organizations take care about content.

The XML Schema Catalogue is maintained by the State Regional Development Agency,
[http://www.vraa.gov.lv/en/e-service/], however messages and data types are developed by particular
developers of State Information Systems interoperability services. Development is carried on in conformance with
standards and guidelines provided and controlled by State regional Development Agency.

VARAM
XML Schema Catalogue
Latvia



XÖV Kernkomponenten
XÖV Core Components
KoSIT (Koordinierungsstelle für IT-Standards)

Contact:
Lutz Rabe
Officer at IT-Standards Coordination Office (KoSIT)

Creation
What? XÖV Kernkomponenten are generic core components, which serve as the basis for the creation of specific
data models. The library of the XÖV core components can be accessed at http://www.xoev.de/de/bibliothek.
How created? The XÖV Kernkomponenten are identified and defined by the Datenkonferenz (Data conference)
working group, which consists of experts and federal agency representatives of XÖV projects. The
Datenkonferenz working group ensures that requirements of XÖV projects are included in the core components
and that these can be reused for other projects.
Why? The purpose of XÖV Kernkomponenten is to foster interoperability by aligning semantic concepts utilized
by XÖV projects to specify and produce IT standards for data interchange between the administrations of the
Federal Government, the federal states and the municipalities across all levels.

Use
How to use? The XÖV handbook describes how to use the XÖV Kernkomponenten to create XÖV specifications
(XML messages) for exchanging information. The XÖV framework provides a tool called XGenerator for syntax
binding to XML Schemas, XML Instances and generating documentation. The use of the XÖV framework and its
components (including the XÖV Kernkomponenten) is enforced via the SAGA (Standards and Architecture for
eGovernment Applications) framework. Often, the use of XÖV specifications is obliged by legal regulation.
Real use? There are 25 XÖV-conform specifications. For instance, XMeld is the most successful one, and it is
used to interconnect 5200 municipal citizens registers, with more than 300.000 messages sent on a daily basis.
Conformance? The XÖV certification process is described in the XÖV handbook. Certification is carried out by a
third party.

Maintenance
How maintained? XÖV specifications are maintained within the responsibility of the individual project owners.
Maintenance of the XÖV Framework and its components (e.g. Kernkomponenten, Xgenerator) is carried out by
the IT Standards Coordination Office (KoSIT) on behalf of the German federal government and the 16 Länder
(federal sates).
Benefits? The utilisation of the XÖV-Framework and its components supports the cost efficient development and
maintenance of XML based IT specifications for information exchange in public administrations. Reuse of field-
tested semantic concept provided by the Kernkomponenten increases the quality of development results.
Cost? Usage of XÖV Framework and components as well as utilisation of supporting services (e.g. XÖV
Certification) is cost free for German public administration.

Coordination

How to coordinate with other initiatives? The IT Standards Coordination Office is responsible for the
operation of the XÖV Framework including uniform methods, tools, building blocks and infrastructure. Details on
the XÖV Framework and its application are given with the XÖV-Handbuch. Detailed Information on the individual
components of the XÖV Framework including change requests and release planning is given under
http://www.xoev.de/de/produkte. Towards the European Union, no formal coordination mechanism has been set
up.



%Your core data model%
%Your organisation%

Contact:
%Your name%
%Your organisation%

Creation

What?
How created?
Why?

Use

How to use?
Real use?
Conformance?

Maintenance

How maintained?
Benefits?
Cost? Usage

Coordination

How to coordinate with other initiatives? The


